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KPMG recently released Being the Best: Inside the Intelligent Finance Function,  
a report based on our 2013 global CFO survey.1 The report examines how – despite 
changing reporting standards, expanding governance requirements, increasing cost- 
cutting pressures and coping with exponential growth – CFOs and finance executives 
around the world are working to build more intelligent finance functions. The aim is 
to better integrate finance into the decisions business leaders make around capital 
allocation and corporate investment, while also providing insight to business leaders 
on operational decisions. Analysis of the global research identified recruiting, managing 
and retaining talent as one of the most important, and challenging, factors in taking 
the finance function to that next critical level. 

1 KPMG. Being the best: Inside the intelligent finance function. (2013). Accessed at http://www.kpmg.com/
AU/en/IssuesAndInsights/ArticlesPublications/global-cfo-survey/Documents/cfo-survey-intelligent-finance-
function-2013.pdf on January 16, 2014.

2 KPMG. Being the best.

Canadian finance functions recognize the growing talent imperative – and the fact 
that approaches to talent management need to change and adapt to shifting national 
and global realities. “From retention strategies to talent risk to the growing realization 
that finance talent and leadership must be sourced and developed in new, innovative 
ways, there are a number of emerging trends Canadian finance leaders should keep 
on their radars for 2014 and beyond,” says Laura Croucher, global talent lead at KPMG.

43 percent of all 
respondents and 
53 percent of the high 
performers say talent 
management is their  
top priority for 
investment in the  
next two years.2 
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Merge and adapt – a new approach to 
meeting finance talent needs 
Traditionally, the finance function in Canada has been viewed as a back office function 
whose most important task is timely, accurate reporting. To support this model, finance 
teams received specialized training focused on accounting standards and controls. While 
this model is still operative, it is table stakes. Instead of a monolithic team of numbers-
focused accountants, organizations now look for business advisors, hailing from a 
broader range of skills and disciplines, who can see business through a financial lens. 

This shift has been driven by the different knowledge and skill sets now required 
by the fact that, as finance continues to assume a more strategic corporate role, 
leadership qualities beyond accounting proficiency are more and more necessary.  
For organizations with talent issues in these areas, there are essentially two solutions: 
either provide internal talent with broader skills training or recruit talent from outside 
traditional finance boundaries. 

“On the training side, that finance functions need to invest earlier to train people in 
business skills like leadership and communication, such as MBAs receive,” explains 
Stephanie Terrill, financial management lead at KPMG in Canada. “Too often, candidates 
are asked to change after they’ve been in the workforce for years – focused on fine 
tuning technical skills – when early, diverse development programs would create a 
more stable, comprehensive skills pipeline.” Finance functions need to transition people 
with strong analytical and accounting skills to become strong communicators and 
influencers who can translate financial information and data into insight to non-finance 
leaders and managers. To augment internal corporate training, Canadian higher education 
institutions need to consider adding a greater variety of skills training into their accounting 
programs if graduates are to go on to become effective, dynamic executives. 

With respect to recruitment, it’s becoming increasingly necessary to go outside the 
typical sources of finance talent to find diverse skill sets that can be adapted to a 
finance agenda – people with MBAs or backgrounds in economics and engineering 
who understand business drivers and can partner in strategic initiatives. Receiving  
a number-crunching report on what happened last month is useful, but it’s much more 
valuable if it suggests what the business should do next, for example, to make up for 
a loss by focusing on an emerging geography. 

Energy is one of the  
most globally complex 
industries. Companies 
often have vast geo-
graphical holdings,  
face numerous cultural 
challenges and deal  
with a dizzying array of 
regulatory issues. To 
meet these needs, they 
require a flexible finance 
function that can work 
effectively in virtual 
environments, navigate 
different cultures and 
quickly learn new 
procedures. This means 
developing, attracting  
and retaining an effective, 
flexible finance team  
is a priority.



Quite simply, the path into the finance function is changing. In the past, the traditional 
career path was CA à audit à CFO, with little requirement to understand complex 
business issues. That’s no longer the case, as finance functions’ changing needs 
press them to embrace a new, more strategic advancement model. 

Management, attraction and retention – 
global workforce and diverse skills 
requirements drive priorities
As the potential sources for finance talent expand to foreign labour forces, the need 
to attract and retain talent in a globally competitive market becomes more important. 
With companies seeing more cross-border recruitment and transferring of existing 
employees, Canadian companies need to take action, invest and develop a plan to not 
only access global talent, but to mitigate the danger of losing existing Canadian talent 
to foreign recruitment. 

Once acquired, top talent remains difficult to retain. CFOs need to develop organization-
wide HR strategies that support employee aspirations throughout their careers. They 
must build career paths that incorporate the opportunity to learn about the business, 
which often entails roles outside of finance. This is difficult. In fact, in a recent KPMG 
survey, finance leaders were relatively unconcerned about talent engagement issues 
such as “international mobility policies and processes making it difficult to transfer 
talent between countries; a lack of diversity in the workforce; and business leaders’ 
reluctance to share talent across the organization.”3 It seems that while finance leaders 
may understand the need to connect with their people, too often the mandate slides, 
bringing unnecessary risk to retaining top talent.

Risk – leadership succession becomes 
increasingly problematic
While some companies have achieved success by combining finance officer and risk 
officer into one role (CFRO), conflicting priorities and skill sets make it an unlikely 
solution for most. The fact remains, however, that finance and risk are moving closer 
together and need to work more closely going forward. One of the most critical areas 
for Canadian companies today is CFO succession. Even companies with accomplished, 
effective CFOs in place often have a skills gap at the next tier down, which is generally 
occupied by specialists in areas such as corporate controller, treasury, tax or internal 
audit. These specialists are generally highly skilled but lack the breadth to easily fill the 
different roles required of the CFO. Without early training in diverse skills, Canadian 
companies may continue to find CFO succession a difficult process.

Financial services and 
energy – same need, 
different challenge 

Financial services companies are 
ahead of the curve when it comes  
to transforming the finance function, 
as they look to understand and define 
the skills they need and create clear 
paths and opportunities to develop 
them. Energy is making progress as 
well, but they face a stiffer challenge 
due to a bigger gap between the 
finance function and the nature of 
the business. It’s harder for finance 
teams in the energy industry to 
become true business partners 
because it’s harder to understand 
the true business drivers.

3 KPMG. Time for a more holistic approach to talent risk. (2013). Accessed at http://www.kpmg.com/Global/en/
IssuesAndInsights/ArticlesPublications/Documents/global-talent-related-risk.pdf on January 17, 2014.
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The global momentum  
to transform the finance 
function continues to 
build. Over two-thirds  
of respondents to the 
2013 global CFO survey 
said their organization  
is “very” or “somewhat 
willing” to spend money 
to improve the effective-
ness and efficiency of 
their finance function. 
Talent – recognized as 
the most critical factor  
in this push – will be a 
major benefactor. 

The CFO – broadening the finance team 
is a critical step
For companies that have a strong, broadly skilled CFO in place, it’s important that  
he or she nurture allies outside the department, in HR in particular, to help create  
the opportunities that will attract the right people to finance. 

People stay in jobs because they have challenging and interesting work. They grow by 
pushing themselves and learning new skills. In today’s environment, the traditional 
finance model won’t fill the department’s expanding needs effectively, but CFOs can’t 
solve this problem alone. However, by working with the business and HR functions to 
create opportunities, career paths and an employee value proposition that resonates, the 
CFO can build a team that will work effectively now and grow organically into the future.

Looking forward
“ Canadian finance leaders should consider a few key factors that will shape the 
finance function’s viability in the long and short terms,” Terrill notes. For instance:

• The breadth of skill and business knowledge finance now requires may see 
qualified accountants and CFAs going back for MBAs

• If finance doesn’t meet business needs, shadow organizations will develop, cost 
pressures will rise and traditional finance tasks may be off-shored, potentially 
devaluing and depleting the function

• Finance needs to invest earlier in leadership and communications training 

• Finance should work with the business and HR function to create a finance  
brand and experience that says, “this is a great place to build a career”.

The finance function of the future  
thrives on flexibility
Whether it’s the need to recruit atypical skills into the finance function, or the require-
ment for finance to work more closely with risk, it is clear that companies must focus 
on teamwork, flexibility and adaptation. This applies equally to finance and HR. As the 
global economy demands a growing range of knowledge and skills from finance teams 
and CFOs, Canada may be seeing the perfect environment for a marriage of HR and 
finance, with finance taking the strategic role and HR focusing on data and analysis. 
At the moment, Canada is probably behind its global counterparts – in both finance 
and HR – in terms of transcending traditional roles and becoming a business-driven 
team. If, however, Canadian finance and HR functions can work more closely to identify 
the key talent attributes the organization’s strategic goals and vision require, they will 
be much better prepared for the global business challenges, both anticipated and 
unforeseen, that lie ahead.
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